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Everyone has problems and issues. They could be physical health issues; pain, sickness,
disease. They could be emotional issues; anxiety, depression, fear, anger. They could be mental
issues; lack of concentration, memory, serious disorders. They could be relationship issues;
challenges with a partner, family members, and colleagues at work. They could be financial
issues; business challenges, unemployment, and more. Is there a comprehensive solution to all
of life’s challenges? There is. It is a solution that uses the power of our spirit, our soul, the power
of our heart, the power of Oneness of the Source. Dr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha, an eleven-time
New York Times bestselling author, in Tao Calligraphy Healing Field, his twenty-sixth book,
distills all the ancient wisdom and knowledge that he has mastered in his lifetime with new
wisdom inspired by the Source, and brings you tools and techniques that can bring you the
highest positivity to transform any negativity in your life. Master Sha brings six Source sacred
power techniques, the power of ancient methods with modern inspiration and the highest
Oneness writing of positive messages to transform negative messages in your soul, heart, mind,
and body, as well as in your relationships and finances. As a reader of this book, you will have
access to more than fifty animations that will guide you in how to do the active, joyful, healing,
and transformational meditations that Master Sha presents. On these videos you will also hear
Master Sha chanting the sacred vibrational sounds and mantras that he teaches in the book.
And because he is a powerful healer, a transformational leader with his own greatest positive
frequency and vibration, the benefits you can receive can be accelerated ten times, one hundred
times, or more. Master Sha shares this message of healing: I have the power to heal and
transform myself.You have the power to heal and transform yourself.Together we have the power
to heal and transform the world. How can you do it? Use the techniques. Use the teachings. Use
the blessings and empowerments in this book. About the AuthorDr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha is
a world-renowned healer, transformational leader, Tao Grandmaster, philanthropist, world-wide
humanitarian, and creator of the Tao Calligraphy Healing Field and thousands of healers and
teachers. He is the founder of and author of books on Soul Mind Body Medicine™, a complete
soul healing system, and Tao Science, the science of creation and grand unification. Dr. and
Master Sha has written twenty-six books in English, including eleven New York Times
bestsellers. An M.D. in China and a doctor of traditional Chinese medicine in China and Canada,
Dr. and Master Sha is the founder of the Tao Academy™ and the Love Peace Harmony
Foundation™, which is dedicated to helping families worldwide create happier and healthier
lives. A grandmaster of many ancient disciplines, including tai chi, qigong, kung fu, I Ching, and
feng shui, Dr. and Master Sha was named Qigong Master of the Year at the Fifth World
Congress on Qigong. In 2006 Dr. and Master Sha was honored with the prestigious Martin
Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Commission Award for his humanitarian efforts. In 2016 he
received rare and prestigious appointments as Shu Fa Jia (National Chinese Calligrapher
Master) and Yan Jiu Yuan (Honorable Researcher Professor), the highest titles a Chinese



calligrapher can receive, by the State Ethnic of Academy of Painting in China.

About the AuthorLucia Capacchione, Ph.D., A.T.R., R.E.A.T is a Registered Art Therapist,
Expressive Arts Therapist, workshop leader and best-selling author of 15 books including The
Creative Journal Method, blending writing with drawing (The Creative Journal series of books for
kids, teens, adults). After successful careers in both art and education, she stumbled onto the
healing power of art and of journaling with her non-dominant hand while struggling with a
mysterious life-threatening illness. Many of her books are used as texts in courses on therapy,
psychology, writing, art, career development and applied creativity. And her work is being used
in mental health and recovery programs, medical centers, school systems (kindergarten through
college), prisons, health and healing programs, spiritual retreat centers, business, and industry.
She has trained professionals word-wide in the Creative Journal Expressive Arts Certification
Training, and consulted for corporations, community groups and schools throughout the U.S.,
Canada, Italy, the UK, Australia and Mexico. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Tao Calligraphy Healing FieldAn Information System with Six Sacred Tao Techniques to
Empower You to Heal and Transform Your LifeDr. and Master Zhi Gang ShaThe information
contained in this book is intended to be educational and not for diagnosis, prescription, or
treatment of any health disorder whatsoever. The content of this book is intended to be used as
an adjunct to a rational and responsible healthcare program prescribed by a healthcare
practitioner. The author and publisher are in no way liable for any misuse of the
material.Copyright © 2020 by Heaven’s Library Publication Corp.Published by Heaven’s Library
Publication Corp. and Waterside ProductionsAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may
be stored in a retrieval system, transmitted, reproduced, translated, or used in any way without
prior written per-mission, except for brief quotations in critical reviews or articles. The Heaven’s
Library lotus logo, Tao Calligraphy Xu, and Tao Calligraphy Da Ai are trademarks of Heaven’s
Library Publication Corp.Heaven’s Library Publication Corp.30 Wertheim Court, Unit
27DRichmond Hill, ON L4B 1B9
Canadawww.heavenslibrary.comheavenslibrary@drsha.comWaterside Productions2055 Oxford
Ave.Cardiff, CA 92007www.waterside.comDesign: Lynda ChaplinIllustrations: Henderson
OngAnimations: Hardeep KharbandaAudio: Zhi Gang Sha“Practical, useful information and
techniques for putting the body’s natural abilities to work on healing—a wonderful
contribution.”—Dr. Wayne Dyerauthor of There’s a Spiritual Solution to Every Problem“Dr. Sha is
an important teacher and a wonderful healer with a valuable message about the power of the
soul to influence and transform all life.”—Dr. Masaru Emotoauthor of The Hidden Messages in
Water“Dr. Sha makes available secret techniques and insights that were available in the past
only to a select few. He shares in simple terms the insights and tools that took him more than
thirty years of hard work and discipline to attain. He gives you access to information that would
otherwise be unattainable.”—Dr. John Grayauthor of Men Are from Mars, Women Are from
Venus“We, the human race, need more Zhi Gang Sha.”—Dr. Maya Angelouauthor of I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings“Dr. Sha offers a clear, practical path to learning the secrets of self-
healing.”—Marianne Williamsonauthor of A Return to Love“The Tao Song that Master Sha sings
is a musical gift. There is a purity and a resonance that only he can lay claim to. His voice is like
the voice of God singing.”—Roberta FlackGrammy Award–winning musicianContentsList of
FiguresHow to Do the Practices in This BookIntroduction1 Tao CalligraphyWhat is Tao
Calligraphy?Power and significance of Tao CalligraphyTrace, chant, write Tao CalligraphyTao
Calligraphy Light Field transmissions from a Tao Calligraphy2 Ten Greatest Qualities of Tao
SourceWhat are the Ten Greatest Qualities?Power and significance of the Ten Greatest
QualitiesGreatest Love—Da AiGreatest Forgiveness—Da Kuan ShuGreatest Compassion—Da
Ci BeiGreatest Light—Da Guang MingGreatest Humility—Da Qian BeiGreatest Harmony—Da
He XieGreatest Flourishing—Da Chang ShengGreatest Gratitude—Da Gan EnGreatest Service
—Da Fu WuGreatest Enlightenment—Da Yuan Man3 Six Sacred Tao Power TechniquesBody
PowerSoul PowerMind PowerSound PowerBreath PowerTao Calligraphy PowerSix powers join
as oneForgiveness4 Healing and Transformation with the Five ElementsWhat are the Five



Elements?Power and significance of the Five Elements for healing and transformation5 Apply
Six Sacred Tao Power Techniques to Heal the Five Elements of the Physical Body and the
Emotional BodyWood elementYin-yang pair alternating practiceHow to find other Tao
Calligraphies in order to apply Tao Calligraphy PowerFire elementEarth elementMetal
elementWater element6 Apply Six Sacred Tao Power Techniques to Heal the Mental Body7
Apply Six Sacred Tao Power Techniques to Heal the Spiritual Body8 Seven Energy Chakras
(Soul Houses) and Wai JiaoPower and significance of the seven chakras (Soul Houses) and Wai
JiaoPower and significance of healing and transforming the seven chakras (Soul Houses) and
Wai Jiao9 Apply Six Sacred Tao Power Techniques to Heal the Seven Energy Chakras (Soul
Houses) and Wai JiaoYin Yang PalmFirst chakra or Soul HouseSecond chakra or Soul
HouseThird chakra or Soul HouseFourth chakra or Soul HouseFifth chakra or Soul HouseSixth
chakra or Soul HouseSeventh chakra or Soul HouseWai Jiao10 Shen Qi Jing ChannelsQi
ChannelJing ChannelShen ChannelPower and significance of Shen Qi Jing ChannelsPractice
with Shen Qi Jing Channels to heal and transform11 Apply Six Sacred Tao Power Techniques to
Heal and Transform Relationships12 Apply Six Sacred Tao Power Techniques to Heal and
Transform FinancesConclusionAppendixTao Calligraphy Healing Field Research Case Studies
by Peter Hudoba, MD, FRCSAbout the AuthorList of FiguresFigure 1 Global wellness
economyFigure 2 Sixteen basic strokes in Chinese charactersFigure 3 Chinese character
“ai” (love): traditional script and Yi Bi ZiFigure 4 Five Fingers tracing hand positionFigure 5
Tracing pathway of Tao Calligraphy “Ai” (love)Figure 6 Dan tracing positionFigure 7 Tao
Calligraphy Da Ai water-writing clothFigure 8 Five Elements in the physical and emotional
bodiesFigure 9 Five Elements in nature and moreFigure 10 Generating relationships of the Five
ElementsFigure 11 Controlling relationships of the Five ElementsFigure 12 Tao Calligraphy Xu,
the sacred sound for the Wood elementFigure 13 Tracing pathway of Tao Calligraphy “Xu”Figure
14 Seven chakras (Soul Houses) of a human beingFigure 15 Seven Soul Houses, San Jiao,
Wai Jiao, Ming Men point, Lower Dan Tian, and Wei LüFigure 16 Yin Yang Palm hand
positionFigure 17 Qi ChannelFigure 18 Jing ChannelFigure 19 Shen ChannelHow to Do the
Practices in This BookTHIS BOOK INCLUDES WISDOM, knowledge, and many practices for
healing and transforming your health, relationships, finances, and more. In fact, all of my books
are a blend of teaching and practice. Practice is essential for healing and transformation.
Wisdom without practice is only theory. Practice without wisdom could be incorrect.This book
includes more than twenty sacred practices and powerful mantras taught to me by Tao Source.
For you, dear reader, I am delighted to include with this book animated videos to support you in
your practice. In each one, you will be guided clearly step by step to do the most important
practices in this book. I also chant the sacred mantras for each practice, so that you can actually
do each practice together with the animations and my chanting.Practice. Practice.
Practice.Experience the healing.Experience the transformation.With love and blessing,Dr. and
Master Zhi Gang ShaAccess the practice videosUse the URL below or scan the QR code with
your smartphone or other appropriate device to access the videos. A special app is not



required.How to scan a QR code with your Android deviceLaunch the camera on your
device.Point it at the QR code.Follow the instructions that appear on your screen.How to scan a
QR code with your iOS deviceLaunch the camera on your device.Hold your device so that the
QR code appears in the camera’s viewfinder. Your device recognizes the QR code and shows a
notification.Tap the notification to open the link associated with the QR
code.IntroductionHUMANITY AND MOTHER EARTH are in a special time. Many people have
great challenges in health, relationships, or finances. Many severe natural disasters are
occurring. Political and economic challenges exist throughout the world. Humanity is facing
challenges in the soul, heart, mind, and body.Millions of people are searching for solutions to
their challenges. They use conventional medicine, traditional Chinese medicine, complementary
and alternative medicine, yoga, Reiki, qigong, tai chi, and more. They follow teachings of
mindfulness, meditation, and all kinds of spiritual paths. These teachings and practices are
supported by a body of research on the benefits of energy (qi) cultivation, mindfulness,
meditation, gratitude, forgiveness, and more. Millions of people are truly searching for healing
and transformation.Surveys and studies show that people invest a great deal of resources—
financial, time, energy—as they seek health, wellness, prevention of sickness, self-healing, a
healthy lifestyle, and more. See figure 1, which breaks down global spending on health and
wellness in 2017.People want inner peace and inner joy in their health, relationships, finances,
and more. How can we help humanity overcome all kinds of challenges and achieve inner peace
and inner joy? How can you gain inner peace and inner joy?Figure 1. Global wellness
economyAt this special time, I feel that love, peace, and harmony are very much needed by you,
your family, community, city, and country, and Mother Earth.Why are people unhealthy? Why do
people have relationship challenges? Why do people have financial challenges? In one
sentence:Challenges in health, relationships, and finances are due to health, relationships, and
finances not being in love, peace, and harmony.How can we bring love, peace, and harmony to
you, humanity, and Mother Earth? We can start with meditation.Meditation can bring inner peace
and inner joy. Hundreds of styles of meditation have been developed over thousands of years.
Many meditation techniques are very powerful; they can transform one’s health, relationships, or
finances.In this book, I am honored to integrate ancient and modern sacred wisdom and
practical techniques to heal and transform your health, relationships, finances, and more. The
wisdom and techniques are simple and powerful. They could quickly benefit your health,
relationships, and finances.Challenges in health, relationships, finances, and every aspect of life
carry blocked energies. The blockages create a negative field. To heal and transform the
challenges is to transform the negative field to a positive field.This book shares six sacred Tao
power techniques—six sacred techniques from Tao Source to create a positive field for love,
peace, and harmony in health, relationships, finances, and every aspect of life.Ancient wisdom
revealed a sacred universal law, the Law of Shen Qi Jing. Shen  includes soul, heart, and mind.
Qi  means energy. Jing  means matter. The Law of Shen Qi Jing states that everyone and
everything is made of shen, qi, and jing and explains the immutable relationships among shen,



qi, and jing. (For simplicity, I will henceforth use “shen qi jing” to mean shen, qi, and
jing.)Einstein’s famous formula, E = mc2, expresses the physical law that mass and energy are
equivalent. It states that the equivalent energy (E) can be calculated as the mass (m) multiplied
by the square of the speed of light (c).Dr. Rulin Xiu and I co-created Tao Science,1 a science of
creation and grand unification that unifies scientific and spiritual wisdom. We shared with
humanity the grand unification formula, S + E + M = 1. In this formula, S denotes shen, E energy,
and M matter. “1” signifies the Tao Source Oneness Field, which is the grand unified field.Tao is
the Source. The Source is Tao. Tao Science explains that all sickness and all challenges and
blockages in health, relationships, finances, and every aspect of life are due to shen qi jing not
being aligned as one (S + E + M ≠ 1).A human being is made of shen qi jing. An animal is made
of shen qi jing. An ocean is made of shen qi jing. A mountain is made of shen qi jing. Cities and
countries are made of shen qi jing. Mother Earth is made of shen qi jing. Mother Earth is one
planet. There are countless planets, stars, galaxies, and universes. They are all made of shen qi
jing.The Law of Shen Qi Jing further states:ling dao xin dao“Ling  ” means soul. Both quantum
science and Tao Science teach about information or message. In my opinion, information in the
scientific field and soul or spirit in the spiritual realm are the same thing.“Dao  ” means to arrive.
“Xin  ” means heart. “Ling dao xin dao” means soul or information arrives, heart arrives. This tells
us that the soul is the boss. The soul leads the heart. This heart is more than the physical heart.
It is the emotional and spiritual heart in everyone and everything. This heart is the receiver of the
information or message. If one’s heart is only ten percent open, one will receive ten percent of
the message, including ten percent of its benefits. If one’s heart is fully open, one will receive full
benefits of the message. Therefore, opening the heart is sacred wisdom and practice for healing
and transforming every aspect of life.xin dao yi dao“Yi  ” means consciousness, which includes
superficial consciousness, deep consciousness, subconsciousness, minimal consciousness,
perceptual consciousness, access consciousness, phenomenal consciousness, and more.
Since ancient times they have all been expressed as “yi.” Yi can also mean thought. In modern
times, we connect consciousness and thought—the mind—with the brain (nao  ). “Xin dao yi
dao” literally means heart arrives, mind arrives or heart arrives, mind follows. In other words, the
heart passes the information or message to the mind. The mind is the processor of the
message.yi dao qi dao“Qi  ” means energy. “Yi dao qi dao” means the mind passes the
message to the energy. Energy is the mover.qi dao xue dao“Xue  ” means blood, which
represents matter. “Qi dao xue dao” means the energy passes the message to the matter. Matter
is the transformer.These four phrases in the Law of Shen Qi Jing—ling dao xin dao, xin dao yi
dao, yi dao qi dao, qi dao xue dao—explain the relationships among shen qi jing. These
relationships can be understood as follows:ling (soul, spirit, information): content of messagexin
(heart, core of life): receiver of messagenao (brain, mind, consciousness): processor of
messageqi (energy): mover of messagejing (matter): transformer of messageThis is sacred
wisdom and practice.The soul sends the message or information to the heart, which delivers it to
the mind, which in turn passes it to the energy, which finally sends it to the matter, resulting in an



action, behavior, word, or thought. After the matter transforms the message in this way, the
transformed message (action, behavior, word, or thought) is given as feedback to the soul. The
soul will give a new message. This is the sacred process in one’s whole being.The Law of Shen
Qi Jing explains the information system of a being. Like everything in the yin-yang world, this
information system can be divided into yin and yang as the positive information system and the
negative information system.The sacred wisdom of this information system can explain:why
people get sickwhy people have relationship and financial challengeswhy people have any kind
of challenge in lifeThe one-sentence secret is:All challenges in life are due to negative shen qi
jing; all healthy conditions, inner peace, inner joy, and success are due to positive shen qi
jing.Therefore, this information system can also explain:how sickness can be healedhow
relationship and financial challenges can be transformedhow any kind of challenge in life can be
overcomeHealing and transformation for all life, including health, relationships, finances, and
more, can be summarized in one sentence:To heal and transform all life, transform negative
shen qi jing to positive shen qi jing.Frequency and vibration form a field. The frequency and
vibration of positive shen qi jing form a positive field. The frequency and vibration of negative
shen qi jing form a negative field.Because shen qi jing form an information system, information is
the key to transform all life. To transform all life is to create positive information. Then, positive
heart, positive mind, positive energy, and positive matter will follow.The six sacred Tao power
techniques and wisdom that I present in this book create positive information. They work
together to create a positive field. Applying any one of these six techniques is powerful. Applying
all six sacred techniques together is beyond powerful. Applying the six sacred Tao power
techniques together could bring heart-touching and heart-moving results to transform your
health, relationships, and finances beyond comprehension.This book is simple and very
practical. Apply the wisdom and do the practices daily. Practice with the animations that you are
given access to as part of this book and chant along with me. Practice for five to ten minutes a
day and you could feel the frequency and vibration. Practice for one hour a day or more and you
could receive remarkable benefits for your health, relationships, or finances.An ancient teaching
says, “If you want to know if a pear is sweet, taste it.” If you want to know if these six sacred Tao
power techniques and wisdom are powerful, experience them.Tao Calligraphy Power and five
other sacred power techniques (Body Power, Soul Power, Sound Power, Mind Power, Breath
Power) create a positive field that can serve you with healing and transformation for all life.Two
decades ago, I gave this message of empowerment for healing to humanity:I have the power to
heal and transform myself. You have the power to heal and transform yourself. Together we have
the power to heal and transform the world.This book shares the sacred wisdom and techniques
to achieve great healing and transformation.This book can create a positive shen qi jing field
from Tao Source to heal and transform all life.This book can guide you to transform a negative
shen qi jing field to a positive shen qi jing field in any aspect of life.This book can help humanity
and Mother Earth create a Love Peace Harmony World Family.Practice. Practice.
Practice.Experience the healing.Experience the transformation.I love my heart and soulI love all



humanityJoin hearts and souls togetherLove, peace, and harmonyLove, peace, and harmony1
See Tao Science: The Science, Wisdom, and Practice of Creation and Grand Unification by Dr.
Rulin Xiu and me (Cardiff, CA/Richmond Hill, ON: Waterside Press, Heaven's Library Publication
Corp., 2017).Tao CalligraphyCALLIGRAPHY IS AN ART. Calligraphy has been a popular artistic
and cultural form throughout history and around the world. There is hardly a country, a written
language, or a people—contemporary or ancient—for whom calligraphy has not been
significant. Among them are Chinese, peoples of other East Asian and Southeast Asian
countries, Tibetans, Celts, Greeks, Persians, writers of Latin, Germans, Italians, Bengalis, and
many more.

Tao Science: The Science, Wisdom, and Practice of Creation and Grand Unification, Divine
Healing Hands: Experience Divine Power to Heal You, Animals, and Nature, and to Transform All
Life (Soul Power), Tao Calligraphy to Heal and Rejuvenate Your Back, Greatest Love, Shen
Medicine: Changing Messages of Illness to Health as Told by a Neurosurgeon, Soul Mind Body
Medicine: A Complete Soul Healing System for Optimum Health and Vitality, Tao Classic of
Longevity and Immortality: Sacred Wisdom and Practical Techniques, Soul Mind Body Science
System: Grand Unification Theory and Practice for Healing, Rejuvenation, Longevity, and
Immortality, Soul Over Matter: Ancient and Modern Wisdom and Practical Techniques to Create
Unlimited Abundance, The Power of Soul: The Way to Heal, Rejuvenate, Transform, and
Enlighten All Life (Soul Power), Divine Transformation: The Divine Way to Self-clear Karma to
Transform Your Health, Relationships, Finances, and More



Dove Johnson, “Ancient wisdom for the 20th Century. Dr. and Master Sha does it again! I am
always impressed with the quality of study materials that are brought out in each of his books.
This powerful tool can be used to improve health, happiness, balance the five elements and
more. I look forward to learning how I can extend my life through easy and simple meditation
practices that are offered in this amazingly powerful book! Thank you Master Sha!”

Gilles, “Wow wow wow ! .. This book is amazing ! my favorite part is the healing sounds, my
friend tried it when she got the covid-19. The results are amazing. Even the doctors in hospital
were impressed. I recommend everyone to try the techniques in this book. you can buy it
without hesitation.”

Ceyhun, “Another Master Piece from Master Sha!. If you have ever read and enjoyed the
previous books of Master Sha , you not onlylike this one too, but you will also learn a lot more
new tselfhealing secrets from Dr.Sha.  Ihighly recommend to any self healing enthusiasts.”

Dorothy E., “Wonderful Guide for personal healing. If you follow the teachings and do the
practices - you are more than likely to get resultsI have been with Master Sha for years and have
found his teachings and practices work”

LAlbers, “Above feedback is incorrect. The video info is on page Xiu. The promised video info is
on page xii and excellent. Please correct feedback and enjoy!”

Neva B, “My happiness is doubled. Dr and Master Sha is a truly divine soul. His energy is so
addictive just listening to him talk.  I always feel better after seeing and hearing him and Source.”

Magdalena Bogumila Kusch, “Amazing Transformational Tool: Simple, profound and powerful.
This book is beyond extraordinary especially as it comes with a link to an incredible self healing
field where one can practice along with visual and audio recordings for the greatest benefits. I
have been applying all the practices in the book and especially the ones in the virtual field for a
few month now and I am experiencing often instant shifts when it comes to physical pain as well
to the transformation of finances and relationships. I loved to study the wisdom related to the
five elements theories and I found that I gained much more new and deep wisdom beyond what I
knew from Traditional Chinese Medicine. Simple, profound and powerful.”

amruta, “Early delivery. Thank you book is really fabulous and received it quite early than
expected”

Wilma West, “Excellent quality. Perfect ”



Antonetta Fernandes Gavin Mankoo, “Simply the best. Extremely easy to use and just superb
knowledge shared”

The book by Zhi Gang Sha has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 101 people have provided feedback.
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